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Deep Dreaming

A time for dreams, a copper 
breeze, my fear is rank.
 
Deadly swift as the 
darkling horse. It gallops
far sighted in anger and dust.
 
Strong winds whisper then
howl their hunger for prey.
My doom strangely obdurate. 
 
I seem to hallucinate.
My time stretches angular,
down dark corridors
awash with white noise.
 
A lizard's eyes, lucifer wet.
They’re red on fire,
burning bright with my fate.
 
My breath is harsh, 
lungs are broken sacs. 
I don’t belong here, can’t go on.
 
Stifled, slow and 
deep into my story.
Chained raw, birds caw, 
as brittle as…
 
Hot straw, fields weave.
Called into being by slow winds,
a monochromatic unreeling.
 
No safety here, none at all.
Even the soil is fraudulent,
as desert insects still 
their struggles and die.

Dai Fry
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Dark Days 

Darkness did not leave at dawn. 
In dusk, all day, we sat 
like clouds in a shroud above the
ocean. 

Waves, like ice, licked the shore –
promises of death on the tongue.
We flirted in kind, then ran. 

You, my shadow friend, return at
night –
lead me back to lapping tides
to dance an inch from death 

once more.

Ellie Rose McKee
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Sleep Comes

                                             here 

here   
                                                                                      here     

  here                  

                         here                             here 

                   here 

                                                                               here

I dream of you  
         here
                                             here                                here

Radha Patel
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Dreadful Things

Bittersweet Farms sits under the interchange in a small expanse that was
overlooked during the construction of the expressway in 1956. The only
way to reach the house — a brick Queen Anne whose heaviness is
ameliorated by terra cotta roofing, whimsical molding, sea green turrets —
is by a service road from the highway and a short walk through the long-
fallow farmland. The front door has two brass knockers in the shape of
lions roaring. When you walk inside, you feel like you are being swallowed.
    I arrived on a day so saturated with sun that the surrounding fields
looked white. Inside, my eyes stung from the sudden darkness. The
housekeeper, an elderly woman with thinning hair and a starched black
dress, waited for my vision to acclimate before beginning the tour. 
    The house’s interior was sleek and monochromatic, adorned with
minimalist furniture and still photography. I was disappointed; I had
expected tapestries, mahogany, a grand staircase, chamber music in the
background. 
I mentioned this to the housekeeper, who expressed concern. 
    “That would be quite stimulating, no?” she asked. “Shall we?” She
gestured to the main hall, where individuals gathered around folding
tables with playing cards and coffees. A hunched, wormy man holding a
red Uno card glared at me through strands of greasy hair. 
    The residents and staff of Bittersweet Farms value routine, the
housekeeper informed me, and the routine was unvaried: Scrabble in the
morning, lunch at noon on the back terrace, art in the early afternoon,
break for snack, then croquet and crafts in the backyard until sunset. The
time between dinner and bed could be used for rest or recreation. Or, if
not too stimulating, private reflection. 
    The residents enjoy the stability. If they’re lucky, I’ll learn later, they can
get a seat in the turret with a view of the highway and imagine all sorts of
dreadful things happening there. A few of the guests play a game after
dinner that’s a variation on hide and seek. They each try to find the
smallest, darkest space. Whoever finds it wins. The game is discouraged by
staff. 
    I didn’t think I would stay beyond the afternoon, but as the housekeeper
ushered me through winding corridors and endless gray rooms, I was
overcome with an exhaustion unlike any I had experienced. A fatigue
rooted deep in my bones. As I dragged my feet from the library, I knew I
could not keep my eyelids open another moment. I told the housekeeper I
must sleep. The housekeeper, who leads several tours a week, was
prepared for this.
 “Of course,” she said. 



She guided me to a chair in a small room off the foyer and covered me in a blanket that
matched the eggshell walls. There, a low buzz, white noise from the overhead lights,
lulled me to sleep. I drifted in and out for hours, perhaps days.
   I dreamt of windows and faceless people staring out of them, then yellow eyes
appearing from beneath staircases and behind bookcases. 
   I startled awake one night to a moonlight-flooded room. On the opposite wall, I noticed
a black triangle painted on the plaster. I arose from my chair to examine it and observed
that it was not paint, but a hole, like if a movie screen had a small tear in it. As I
approached, the hole expanded, as though an invisible hand were ripping the tear wider,
until I faced a black abyss that stretched across the entire room. 
   I heard voices. My eyes, adjusting to the darkness, started to recognize shapes. I saw
the residents, huddled in their night dresses, staring at me and murmuring something
unintelligible. When I tried to focus on any one face, the features blurred together; I
could only see the whole of them as a singular, pulsing organism. Their mumbles
eventually formed words, and the words became stories that I understood but cannot
repeat. 
   The wormy man emerged from the group. An emissary. He shuffled towards me and
shoved a folded piece of paper into my hand. I unfolded it. It was a check addressed to
my mother with VOID stamped in large red letters. I crumpled it in my hand and groped
my way back to the chair. The residents continued to watch, silent now. I drew the
blanket over my head to block out the sounds of their breathing. 
    Sunlight, penetrating the drapery, woke me again a few days later. I could only open
my eyelids a sliver, enough to see the residents pass the door of my restored room on
their way to Scrabble. I mustered all my strength and lifted my body from the chair. I
dragged myself to a secret passage the housekeeper had shown me off the dining hall
and followed it to the former servants’ quarters in a boarded up part of the house. I pried
open one of the cabin doors and shoved boxes aside until I found the perfect crawl space
in the corner. I curled my body to fit inside. Within seconds, I slept again, this time
peaceful and undisturbed.
    I awoke for good a few days later. I crawled out from my nest and opened the room’s
solitary window to a cloudless, azure sky. A gentle breeze grazed my cheek. The cobwebs
fluttered around the window frame.
    I wandered through the empty halls until I found the housekeeper drinking tea in the
kitchen. 
    “You look well,” she said. 
    “I feel better,” I said, returning the blanket. “That’s what this place is for, right?”
She set her cup down. I could see the leaves stuck to the bottom.
    “Oh, no, you’ve misunderstood,” she said, shaking her head. “The mansion isn’t for
feeling better.” 
    “What’s it for?”
She arose from her seat and took my elbow. 
    “Waiting,” she said. “Just waiting.”  
    She escorted me out of the house, through the front door and past the lions whose
hungry eyes I felt watching as I waded through the overgrown cattails back to the road. 

Megan Carlson6
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Scottish Holiday Wish List

Give me islands – hard hills 
protecting hints of sand, machair and moors.
Waves over toes, the tide receding 
to expose new shores, flinging myself free.

Hair-knotting windy walks,
following faint tracks into the forest
until blisters form under callouses,
a good pain as a souvenir.

Taking ferries, the long way home
to view the hidden sides,
the hills bowing to kiss the mist,
the turned-out shining faces.

Late nights with friends,
alcohol and collective memories.
Sharing stories as if only a weekend has passed.

Drinking tea in cafes, in the open air, 
late before a fire, alone with my notebook
or with cake and laughter.

Stones in ruins or walls, lichen splashed, 
date carved, holding sea thrift posies,
tied with salty kelp ropes.

Give me more days, more stops
visiting favourite places, old and new.
Give me more.

Gerry Stewart
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Bucket List

i want to see 
Thai elephants
plunge themselves into 
brown rivers; maybe i’ll get
to scratch their thick, cold-fish backs

i want to hear
Dylan sing for me live
& i won’t care if 
his knee-bends are missing, or 
if he refuses to speak

i want to put 
my mother to 
rest, where we were most
alive, & think of
her smiles in the green valleys

Alan Parry

Abstract Giraffe- Gordon Lewis
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shaadi

a wedding — how it has wound its way into every dream of mine. adamantine despite
my knowing happily ever after does not finish me. yes, I wait atiptoe for the proposal,
yet still I am 

frenzied at the pending arguments with parents about colors and centerpieces and
location. he tells me of his dread, not of marrying me, but of the marriage itself. “let’s
just 

elope instead,” he tells me, escapism in his eyes, and the desire for joy obvious; a small
wedding, perhaps, a secluded one, and I think of agreeing, and then I think of the 

sari I would wear, and the nose-ring-earring, conspicuous and gold, think of the beauty
of hundreds eating at little round tables, elbows intimate, the way some will just come 

for the free food, and that costs money, and do we really want people who don’t know
us or may not love us there, and wouldn’t it be better to just have a small simple
wedding instead of the 

enormous lights and flowers and a DJ playing American-Bollywood fusion, and local
businesses we cater from; and I? I would be moonstruck and fancy, taking teeth-out
bites of gulab jamun so as not to ruin my lipstick, and you 

might be anxiety-ridden but still loving, and is it feminist to want such an overt
wedding, and to know how the idea of happily ever after was embedded in my heart
because of those damn princess movies? 

I’ve got it all planned out, the beauty, the ceremony, the way we will blur the lines of
religion and culture and take ownership and try, again, again, again, to reconcile the
dream with the 

reality. 

Sarosh Nandwani
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New World Order

Silhouettes of vagabonds 
On the empirical street 
Looking for handouts 
From the callous elite 

Freethinking sages 
Mythical spirits high 
The New World Order 
No one dares decry 

Shoot the messenger 
Kill the pope 
Hoping the memory  
Will help you cope 

The death of America 
teeters on the verge 
Of the mountain of doom 
When itʼs all submerged 

Gordon Lewis 

November 

Humidity bubbles and evening dragonflies 
A small house on a French countryside 
Who even cares how the film ends
(When you’re not supposed to know anyways) 

Running around and around, extracting 
What we needed from life at that point
Still no idea, still knowing everything 
But you always ran too far just because 

And if August is a feeling on your shoulders 
Remember that winter, before you quit smoking
Before the Raptors won, and you confessed love
Look up at the clouds scarring the skin of the sky 

Forest fairies hid out until the cold passed
Like them, our friends waited for us
Finally we’d arrive to their party 
Drinking until we’re someone else 
Blue raspberry tattoo,
You’re so sweet your
Cigarettes rot my teeth 
So mote it be 

Christina V. Antonovskaya
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Glacier National Park- Gordon Lewis

Dust on the Horizon

Desolate suburban wasteland Looterʼs ravaging the landscape Hell on Earth 
Graven images worshipped  The manipulated sheep  
Zombies walking the streets Money used to build fires Barter for bread 
High and dry 
Water is poison 
The overwhelmed populace Panicked and neurotic 
Depressed and on edge 
The future holds no promise Boils and cysts 
Lepers crawling out of the caves Seeking any natural salves On the horizon nothing but dust
Rusted out train cars  
Empty  
Oil for candlelight 
Barefoot nomads 
Seeking blood sacrifice 
To the god of the underworld  
Death  

Gordon Lewis
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A Quaranthing

Sean knocked on Martin’s apartment door for what felt like an eternity. Martin,
who had tried and failed to sleep because of the phantoms that haunted him, had
asked Sean to come over so when he actually showed up, Martin grinned as if to
say you really can’t resist me. Sean, alternately, scowled in an adorable way, and
swiped at Martin’s head, messing up his surprisingly well-styled head of hair and
entered the apartment without being invited in. 

Martin paced backward as Sean charged forward until his back was against a wall
with no more distance to delay the inevitable. Martin was reluctant to let the
dominoes fall as they may so he held Sean back with his hands, his fingers grazing
Sean’s chest. Sean reconsidered his confidence in the impulsive decision to creep
behind the police through small alleyways and put himself in harm’s way for
someone as fickle as Martin.  

They simply stared at each other for several wordless seconds. And inevitably,
Martin leaned down and Sean leaned up smashing his quivering lips onto Martin’s
chapped ones. Sean felt his organs rearrange. Words stayed in between the lines. 

In a similar manner, with Sean pacing backward and Martin charging forward,
they crept to Martin’s bed, a mattress Sean is familiar with, and fell on top of one
another. They wrestled aggressively before removing what little they had on.
Martin delicately lifted Sean’s ratty grey shirt above his head and breathed hot on
his chest, which ironically sent a chill through Sean’s body. Sean unbuttoned
Martin’s boxers and, even after having faced the same problem before, fumbled
with the button holes. 

Martin unexpectedly crashed into Sean hard like a butcher tenderizing meat. All
Sean could do was close his eyes and muffle his noises with a pillow. Then, after a
shift in their contortion, Martin traveled through Sean as if he was fragile and
needed to be handled with care. All Sean could do was close his eyes and allow his
noises to be heard. 

When they finished, regaling in their stickiness, laying on their sides like logs,
Martin’s left arm locked Sean in like a passenger on a rollercoaster. Dangerously
tight, built never to let go. His exhales were warm on Sean’s neck. Sean took a
revolution around the bedroom with his eyes, imagining how his old bedside lamp
would configure into the modern furniture. Martin zeroed-in on Sean’s plastic
bag filled with essentials. 

Stay with me. Martin whispered.

I can’t leave. Sean failed to whisper back.



Out in the balcony, Sean took in the view of Martin's silhouette blowing halos of
smoke into the void. It’s the first time he felt balance, both of them naked and
vulnerable. He pictured a polaroid of them as a couple, but it was underdeveloped
and covered in coffee stains. In the slow swelter of the night, he assessed whether it
was worth risking life for the uncontrollable thumping of his heart. 

I should go, Sean said. It’s getting late.  

Can you stay for the sunrise? Martin placed a hand on Sean’s shoulder, a weight
keeping him in place. He was sentimental that way – sunrises, sunsets, date photos
in restaurants. 

Do I have a choice? Sean said facetiously. Besides, heading back was out of the
question. Martin knew that. Trapped in a sort of prisoner’s dilemma. 

They stood beside one another at the edge of the balcony. Martin’s arms over Sean’s
shoulders. Sean’s hands tight on Martin’s waist. Clutched only to eventually let go. 

A warm orange glow filled the dark blue canvass of the sky. First, the center then
every corner. Sean was overwhelmed and took a seat on the ground, covering his
eyes. The sun possesses that degree of power. Martin rested his elbows on the rail
inching closer to the sun

The view confirmed just how transporting Manila can be when there are no cars in
the streets and no planes in the sky. Earth heals and the universe smiles. 

Martin stared at the sky for hours, for months and for years. People recovered.
Battle lines withdrawn. Economies rebooted. Cities began to fill with the ear-
pinching noise of footsteps and honking cars and murmurs from people walking too
fast – signals of life. 

I’ve got coffee! Sean sings, hot Starbucks in hand. 

Martin turns around, away from the city, and skips towards Sean to kiss his
perspiring forehead. Stop it! Sean rebukes playfully.

They jog briskly around the park where a corgi unsuspectedly chases them. Sean
orders soft-scrambled eggs while Martin has a salmon frittata at one of the few
surviving cafes. They might go window shopping or catch a movie later that
afternoon, depending on their mood. They may even take a flight to China and walk
the Great Wall like they always said they would since they finally can. 
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Then again, they are perfectly content heading back to the apartment they live in
together, curl up on the couch and watch trash TV. Tomorrow, they’d depart to
their respective jobs (at an office!) and have to make small talk with their
colleagues, which Sean had always liked and Martin started to enjoy.

For now, they stand barefoot in the balcony facing the stars, Ursa Major still clear
and unobstructed. They listen to the rock song of drunk twenty-somethings
arguing on the sidewalk, the constant pinging of smartphones and EDM emanating
from the club a few blocks away. Sean laces his fingers into Martin’s, giving him a
tight squeeze. Confessing, in their own secret language, that he’s never been
happier. 

Kenny Chua
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In My Husband’s Dream

In my husband’s dream,
I was kissing another woman
and another woman
that he once loved
we were dancing like virgins
under the snake-infested tree
our hungry mouth opened 
our slender body twirled like an empty jar
waiting for the snake to drop 
the apples down
we didn’t chew the apples
but our tongue sliced it into half
and my husband swallowed the pieces
while climbing the tree naked
he hissed while
we continued to dance under the tree—
beheaded snakes falling from 
above. 

Ismim Putera

Inside the dream of the sensible people

We keep heading north,
things getting colder,

icier,

    bleaker,

        ever more 

            desolate and chilling,

until even the polar bears
ask if we have a spare woolly hat.

And of course we do.
And a flask.

And an extra pair of socks.
And a device for calling a full-tanked helicopter.

And, as the credits roll,
everyone fully understands
the virtue of good preparation.

Bruach Mhor



Ode to My Memory Boxes

I bought the boxes because  I am not a craft mother  
who knits things.  
I put them on top  
of my guilt, grown gold  
I’d prayed to it so long.  
I forgot to get the clay to catch  their baby footprints.  
I forgot to write down when  they grew their first teeth,  and when they lost them, 
 when they first walked  
in tiny tennis shoes.  
But now I had memory  
boxes, and they seemed  
so beautiful, empty  
as white clouds without  
my thoughts inside them.  I wanted to keep them  
like glass bowls,  
holding still rainbow fish,  like closed jars hugging  
frozen fireflies.  
I had to resist the temptation,  to hold birds in a diamond cage.  I finally filled the
boxes  not with my pink melon dreams  but with the patterned hats  and
mismatched socks  
and stretched thin teddy bears  and the paintboxes  
decorated by my daughters.  They painted themselves  as they became people. 

Natalie Marino
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Postcard to Past Selves

The Coordinator interview took sixty to ninety minutes, a sign that I must have done
alright. Anne and Olivia took turns asking me their questions. A different one near
the end stuck out above all the others. 

“If you were an animal, which one would you be?” 

In our final session last year, my therapist went over a literary theory.
You know the legend of Dracula? Bram Stoker wasn’t as fascinated by occult lore as
he was concerned for a female friend or family member who suffered at the hands of
a narcissist. She was metaphorically “sucked dry.”

My answer?
“A chameleon.”

It was my flexible workplace self that said it. My truest, after hours self was shut
away inside. Digging, determined to understand how that came up, slipped out.
What it revealed. 
Maybe I didn’t mean it. Maybe it was all talk. 
Pick me! Pick me! I’m a cool chameleon! 
Better to be a desperate go-getter than a fucking “vampire.”

Last time I was over to “help pet sit” we’d both had too much. Something sharp you
said at the end of the night sent my jaw thudding to the floor. I stood there
sandwiched between your hulking hounds, watched you ascend the spiral staircase. 
You stopped halfway up, “I’m not a nice person.”
It was to be taken as a flippant joke or as a warning. 
My hand gripped the bottom groove of the bannister. 
Another question people like to ask- if you could have any superpower, what would
it be? 
Limitless elasticity. 
I would reach out right now, across all nine hundred and fifty of these miles, like I
should have reached all the way out in that moment.

S. Elizabeth Sigler
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Paper Sisters

He brought a suitcase to my room,
laid it on the futon,
and opened the pasteboard hasps.

I peered inside
and saw my three sisters
neatly folded and packed in rows.

I removed Anne, unfolded
her paper limbs and discovered
a hole in her red gem heart.

Heather’s eyes had been replaced
with two teardrops and Iris’ broken 
arms clutched at empty air.

He said you’re an orphan now
and I crumpled to the floor.

I folded and re-sculpted my sisters
along different crease patterns -
trying the petal, the inside reverse,

the valley and the sink -
until I found the right technique
to fold away their hurt.

I packed them back in the suitcase,
tucked myself in after them,
and pulled the lid down over my head.

Susan Darlington

Lost Friends

We looked sick
in wan light 
at times; pallid

faces, inert forms
seen through 
wreaths of smoke.

We became 
ghosts to hopes 
of parents, left

childhood dreams
for sybarite’s hopes
we failed to redeem.

Now we’re ghosts
To each other.
It’s been a while.

S. J. Burke
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Mary C. Johansen

Mary C. Johansen
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How to Mourn with Two Left Feet

When you’re too far from the loss, you feel guilty for mourning. I was never Ethyn’s
girlfriend, no matter how much I wanted to be or how sincerely his little sister once
asked if I was.

There were times we would’ve counted each other as “best friends.” There were times
we blushed while talking, times we passed notes, times we flirted and almost held
hands and tension could have been cut with a butterknife.

But we were never enough together. 

When Ethyn died, we weren’t best friends. We were classmates, and that was it, so why
does he visit me in my dreams? And why do those dreams always feel concrete, real,
meaningful? Why do we talk about his death and how he’s fine now and how he wants
me to know that? 

In the first dream, his eyes were blue pools of life, but we both still felt his death. His
absence. He walked with me around our high school, scene after scene flashing by:
football field with roaring crowds; bright red lockers; greyed out, formless corner
where he looked me in the eyes and said, “I’m okay; I want you to know that.” 

He hugged me. I felt it while asleep and while awake. If I think about it long enough, I
still feel it today. He was so warm. 

*

What is grief if not a hallucination, right? I must be projecting my sadness onto my own
mind, my own dreamscape. Right? 

I’m not sure, and until now, I couldn’t even write about this...about him. They say to
write through the pain, so this must be written. 

I must understand. 

I once wrote down, as a little note to myself, that grief is an ever-flowing thing. It is
water. We need people to survive the way we need water to survive. Loss crashes along
our shores. It seems so predictable, chartable, but loss is dangerous all the same.
Tossing around these words, these metaphors, trying to understand what poets before
me have already distilled—it all feels pointless. 
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I know in my heart that Ethyn and I are not yet finished. We have more to say to each
other, so I persist. I don’t tell anyone in his family. I don’t tell our high school friends.

I tell my partner.

How do I tell the man I love that the man I wanted to love lingers in what seems like
my soul? I don’t know, but I do it—I tell him.

I tell Chad about every dream, about every single thing in my waking life that reminds
me of Ethyn, all while he looks gently back at me with a sort of pity mixed with love
mixed with understanding.

And sometimes, I’m jealous; how can Chad understand my grief better than me?

The reality is that he feels for me sometimes; he literally shoulders my pain. And it
helps, it does, but when it comes to Ethyn, the pain never really leaves.

I guess I’m writing this to get to the bottom of why it won’t. I thought grieving came in
stages then left, splashed shores then receded, but I’m having to rework that theory.

*

In the most recent dreams, I feel worried. I panic that I’m losing Ethyn even though
he’s right beside me. In the newest dreams, he’s standing close enough that I could
grab his hand. I don’t.

*

I loved Ethyn; I did. I loved him for all of his kindness and his laugh (the only person
I’ve met whose laugh was genuinely “Hahaha!”) and his ability to put anyone at ease.
Everyone loved him.

I’m not special here. I’m not grieving him alone. I just can’t figure out why I’m stuck in
it.

Anne Lamott said, “You will lose someone you can’t live without, and your heart will
be badly broken, and the bad news is that you never completely get over the loss of
your beloved. But this is also the good news. They live forever in your broken heart
that doesn’t seal back up. And you come through. It’s like having a broken leg that
never heals perfectly—that still hurts when the weather gets cold, but you learn to
dance with the limp.”



I used to have that quote posted somewhere on my Facebook. I used to think of my
grandfather when I read it. The thing is, I’ve processed my grandfather’s grief, and I
loved him more than I loved Ethyn, as cruel as that may sound. Pappa was my blood.
Ethyn was... my friend, among lots of other shifting titles.

So, why now when I read that quote do I picture blond hair and blue eyes and a
golden, youthful smile?

I just want to dance with the limp. I want to do something good to honor Ethyn, I want
to create happiness in his name, I want to feel that he and I have closure.

Maybe that’s the problem—we weren’t close when he died. We weren’t speaking in the
hallways anymore. We weren’t texting every day. Things had changed, and then they
truly changed, and I was lost.

I already have the limp—I’m dragging my leg behind me—but I just want to dance for
him.

*

At the funeral, as tears stained my cheeks, with Ethyn’s body inches away, his dad
said, with his whole heart, “He loved you.”

I said, “I loved him so much.”

His dad: “He knew.”

Aleah Dye
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 primitive.voyeur 

choose your own adventure

1.

you shuffled in your silk slippers, wading in lapses. chasing after what you only know
at night, the black sky crackling and buzzing—

                             (10) 
vowing to live in a caravan with a blue-crowned conure, hoarding loss in the lines of
your hands & wishing for guilt when there was none because you saw it in a film once.

                             (13) 
vowing to leave home at thirteen over ploughed glass: a vase with painted carousels
from the birthday etched in white, in phantoms, in everything that disappears.

                             (16) 
vowing to forget the place with the fire escape, where you thought about jumping,
caught by raw air that followed you everywhere like a poltergeist, willingly conjured. 

you shuffled in your silk slippers, waiting bloodshot & known.

   2. predator.butcher 

you craved yacht weather, silk gowns

tethered to a chaise lounge
in the desert, in a dream

dizzy from the memory—
waves, sun flickering through clouds,
warmth like a hologram
where light can’t touch, sun flickering
through that butcher shop 
near the shore and the roaring
of vision cuts to black—

you remembered this death
all over again
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    3. postmortem.ventriloquist

the horizon was bludgeoned
by mountain peak, mauve etching
into edges & cold air.

this dusk stitched in your hair—
darkly, spiraling, until it became you:

premature night / what exists / as it’s disappearing / memories shifting / to
pantomimes / the green-tinted screens / from your childhood / buoyancy out of water
/ loss that fractured you into more / or less / everything / you tried to forget.

Rachael Crosbie
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The Pier

In Dorset, the night has settled. The ocean sweeps up and down the beach, its waves
greeting the sands in loving arcs. It is blue all over, the water, the banks. Colour has been
drained from this place, and in its absence the greyish blue rules. 

On the pier, the bodies are waiting. There are twelve, each standing close to one another,
yet still apart. They blink slowly, patiently, content in their dream state. Their eyes drift
lazily. They do not mind the blue; they do not see it. 

The bodies are waiting. Their skin gleams in the grey, polished and holy. They are lined
up, tidily, cups in a trophy cabinet. Each vessel moves slightly, shifting weight back and
forth between its feet. They rock the pier minutely. The wood can take the load, but it is
getting old and strains under the movements. The coarse beams press splinters into a
few of the bodies’ bare feet. They do not flinch. 

When they are ready, they will drop one by one into the water. Their listless bodies will
be swallowed cleanly as if through a pneumatic tube. The slip from the foggy grey to the
carnivorous blue will be seamless. There will be no splash. If one were allowed to watch
the ritual, they would simply see a dead-spot. A space that once held something, that
now does not. 

Of course, this is fiction. Something too fanciful to imagine. 

No one is allowed to watch. 

In the morning, the youngest of the village will come down to the sands, nervously
chattering, eager to take a look. 

The beach will hold something, where it once did not. 

There will, of course, be six bodies lying neatly on their backs. The space between them
will be even, their arrangement precise and measured. Six bodies placed gently, like
overgrown sardines.

Their skin will be pallid, death-grey, bloated. Their fingernails will be cut into shapely
ovals, clammy with the polite odour of bar soap. Their wrongness and awfulness will be
whispered about for four seasons, until the next drowners slip, docile, from their beds.
How they lay as if they were sleeping, taking up space like a beached whale. How they
smelled clean, and expensive, and nothing like death, even as they were drying out on
the shore.
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By noon, they will be carried into the back of a truck, laid out on the prepared blankets,
and driven away. The children will not be told where they are going, even if they had
been sleeping under the same roof that one of them had slipped from during the night.

There is a hillside, seven miles away. The earth is soft and hungry and easy to shift.
There will be a pit dug out, a perfect fit for the drowners. The bodies will be buried
lovingly, and then the soil will be taken in handfuls, slowly covering the wrongness of
their greying skin. 

Under the ground, the bodies will start to warm. Their organs will stutter and kick into
gear. 

As the neighbours walk away, they will hear the muffled shouts rise up from the belly of
the hill.

They will keep walking. 

Once they reach the beach empty handed, the ocean will shift its tide along the sands
gratefully. It will sleep for another year. 

But that will come tomorrow. For now, the water below the pier is hungry and searching.
The night is still and grey. 

A wave curls coyly up the beach, and the first body leaves the pier. 

SJ Kennedy Scott
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At a loss for words

I do not know what to write.
There, I have confronted this nightmare and made concrete 
that words on this paper stand testament to the warble, blaring in my head.

I dreamt of the saccharine rays of sunrise,
woke up and it was mid-day.
Unfathomable that the mind is
(often than not)
unable to distinguish the truth from its creation.

Twilight hours that make my fingers thrum,
rendering my spirit God-like; altering memories, changing time-
it’s possible to believe six impossible things before dawn,
in my dreams I can believe in nine.
And if my arms feel numb in the morning or my hand cramps,
I still pick up the pen, load a cartridge of morning blue;
for who is a writer, that cannot write?

Sometimes, certain words cling to the crevices,
hidden in the space between my tongue and teeth and 
extracting them feels like recalling the details 
of a foggy dream. But I cannot bear
to lose my mind, lest I forget how to write. 

Maybe I can find something in the unconscious of my mind. 
I saw an exquisite sun set today and then I went to sleep.

Yamini Negi

Dream of shadows- Geraldine  Clarkson
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The Reality of Dreaming

They say it’s normal. It’s regular. It’s ordinary life. We say it too, because we’ve accepted it
as such. And yet, isn’t it odd? A little weird? A tiny bit peculiar? That we so brazenly accept
dreams as a part of, well, our reality? The ability to slip between dimensions using nothing
but our minds, whilst our bodies remain bound beneath these quilts and clad in NASA print
pyjamas (fitting for such mighty space travel, I guess). 

Every night we lay down wholly aware that our consciousness might journey on elsewhere
whilst we sleep, through no active choice of our own and seemingly out of our control. But
still, we’re perfectly okay with that. We might awaken the following day with little to no
memory of the adventures we embarked upon, the people we met, the tales we were told,
and that too, we are fine with. Other times we bolt upright, startled awake and abruptly
torn from wherever we might have been only moments ago, layered in sweat and panting.
Whatever happened in that realm, we’ve never been so thankful that it is staying there.

There are those who have been granted the potential to control their dreams, the lucky few.
Like a practise period of life, a training ground, a rehearsal, a free pass to a theme park in
which there are no queues. And then there are those who have been paralysed by their very
dreams, the entities residing within them now spilling out into the real world, watching
menacingly whilst they lie there, frozen in place from fear. I guess you can’t have one
without the other. The night is built upon darkness, as are our demons it seems.

If dream is the nighttime equivalent of daydream, then it stands to reason that mare in the
daytime equivalent of nightmare. As in; our everyday lives are pretty chaotic. No wonder
our subconscious minds continue to be so. 

Man, sleeping is weird. Rejuvenating the body whilst our heads go absolutely nuts. We must
reach new layers of consciousness, tapping into potentials and energies and - who knows -
universes, that are simply inconceivable here in our actual realities. Maybe our dreams are
parallel worlds, alternative lives, past ones. Or maybe they are simply a projection of the
life we have led here on Earth thus far. Each moment and memory accumulated, mixed up,
doused in vodka and launched into our brains. 

Who knows? I don’t think we ever truly will.

Still, though. They say it’s normal. It’s regular. It’s ordinary life. But in the very best way, I
think it’s abnormal. It’s irregular. It’s an extraordinary life. All the best things happen in the
dark.

 Emily Wilcox



City in My Dreams

The ripe aching of the never known calls me, your skyline a drab gray shield with an arched
back. I never bowed my head to royalty as much as I would defer to your concrete earth. In
this postulated playground, I frolic. I await the ferry pouring out tourists into this land of
fey skies and flowering gardens. Four summers of building old haunts and reconstructing a
child’s sense of exploration and play. I could live in this ripe heart. I could eat sushi by the
docks every day. I could bargain over the price of cabbage for kimchi. You, doppelganger of
all our cities without guns, racism, violence...you are our watery reflection. Because you
remained, hypothesis, you became a pink sunset dream—cotton candy, fresh popcorn—
over a blue-gold horizon.

Maria S. Picone

Lucid Dream - Maria S. Picone29
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Stretch Marks

In my dreams, my mother tells me: 
trauma is a battlefield.
She whispers this cliche into my ear canal,
filling my dreams but never 
my reality:

My mother is not a woman for cliches,
She does not speak in analogies 
and metaphors 
and if she did, she would not speak 
of trauma.

My mother speaks instead 
of womanhood--
she filled my girlhood with tampons 
in 100% cotton
and stories of protests and marriages and fathers
and threats of disownment,

and if trauma left scars 
between the stretch marks 
of her belly 
and the freckles of her collarbone
and the stories of her protests and her marriage 
and my father--

well, she never showed them 
to me.
And anyway,
who was I to ask?

Emily Uduwana

mad men running

         mad men     
         running
         in the rain
driving home
on the wrong side
of the road
         you get home
         and you try the door
         the key don't fit
         “you don't live here no more"
says some old lady
you're like
“who are you?"
         and the rain's still falling
         and she looks at you
and you say “this is not
my beautiful wife
and this is not my
beautiful house"
         and you feel the baby kick
         and you say “help me Christ"
you get back in your car
you put it in drive
         you close your eyes and listen
         to your tinnitus
a spirit passes by your face
(there's a devil inside us)
the hairs on your body
stand on end
         is this how it ends?

Simon Alderwick



Stevie

In the smudged, glitter-stained reflection of the mirror, I see my own face. Two
darkened crescents hang below my eyes and the corners of my mouth sink as if my
expression has collapsed in on itself. There is a weary look weighing on me like each
breath anchors me deeper and deeper to the spot in which I sit.  They say it’s always
five o’clock somewhere and that place is usually the dusty shadows of my cheeks and
chin. I know it is time to get to work.
With a whooshing unzip, my tools spill out in front of me. Firstly, the eyebrows are
slathered and flattened by glue-stick, leaving a pair of bright purple caterpillars that
gradually fade like the details of an ever-drifting memory. After I shave, I opt for full,
fuller, then fullest coverage foundation, practically grouting my crow’s feet and
laughter lines. Now I see a blank canvas, a square one, a sapling staring back at me.
Slightly lifted, I rewrite the lyric of my face with an arsenal of blushes, eyeshadows,
paints and the wand of a trusty yet not-so-waterproof mascara.
One time after a show, we danced together to the beat of thunder in the pounding
rain, whirling and flailing through a deserted car park next to the club. Our Hands
sparrowed in the night towards one another, meeting above the gap between us.
Round and round and round we spun, the broken tarmac writhing beneath us as we
slipped in the flooded pot holes. With a guffaw, my mascara-smeared cheeks turned
towards the clouds and bitter black droplets fell on the back of my tongue. It’s the
loudest I have ever laughed.
Reaching into the depths of my duffel bag, its leather cracked and peeling with age, I
unpack my boobs and hips. I hide my body parts under layers of tights, corsets and
underwear. Tonight I am wearing a top hat over a back-combed blonde wig –
classically Nicks - and a newly-thrifted shawl; the bottom is embroidered with fiery
swirls and lined with a feather trim. As the lace touches my skin, I inhale its past
lives.
He ended things in greasy spoon after three joyous years. It was sudden. He said we
were both growing but in different ways, said it wasn’t what he wanted anymore,
said it wasn’t an age thing, said he learnt a lot from me. Just the month before, we
had meticulously planned each detail of an outrageous wedding: a Princess Diana
dress; a high-kick jump-split lip-sync down the aisle; the exchange of gummy rings
presided by a Dolly Parton impersonator. But no, make-believe was all it was. The
boy who sold dreams played the game and won, passed go, collected £200, climbed
the ladder, and turned his queen into a pawn. He took the remnants of us both – the
playful nicknames, places on our bodies that make us moan when touched, our
shared childhood traumas – and pierced them like ephemera to a pin board. The
bastard walked away, armed with the currency of youth and a back pocket filled with
matured wisdom.
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Focus. I start to rack up a line of coke on a rhinestone encrusted hand-held
mirror. It is a task that proves more difficult than it seems as most of the
stones are missing, meaning the mirror is on a constant tilt when laying on
a flat surface. Finally, I lean over, poised to snort, and see another
reflection, angled under my face. All I can think about much my nose hairs
need a trim and what my mother would say if she could see me from this
worm’s eye view. Taking my deepest inhale of the day, I clear the line in
one.
A few days ago I went for a reading with one of those Mystic Meg types
behind those crooked shop fronts that peer out onto the crumbling
promenade. Her name was Lorraine and she had a face like cling film,
mostly taut with filler but the edges bunched and crinkled.  I’m sure I saw
her smoking outside the local Mecca bingo the week before. She splayed
her fingers and danced them around the deck like a magician’s assistant
and conjured up the first card: the Star. I asked her optimistically if I
should anticipate a career breakthrough but she told me it symbolised loss
and abandonment. Next she drew the Queen of Swords and the Hermit in
reverse. I didn’t bother listening to what they meant but I liked the look of
the Queen. Vertically raising her weapon with one hand, the other was
extended with an open palm, like she knew she was owed something and
was waiting patiently, but firmly, until she received it. Finally, Lorraine laid
the Lovers on the table, Adam and Eve, smug in their unblemished
nakedness. She told me to keep an eye out for a new romance on the
horizon with an open, generous and communicative person. I wondered if
Lorraine had actually won anything on the bingo.
On go the lace gloves and the knee-high boots. Walking away from the
mirror, I grab my ribbon-streamed tambourine as I leave the dressing
room. My head lifts and my spine straightens as if someone has unfurled
me from their clenched fist. I stride, a cascade of ribbons dusting the floor
behind me, as a voice calls me to the stage. Under the lights, the cymbals of
my tambourine glow in the darkness like stars aligned and the shapes of
words line my mouth. The music starts. I am ready.

“Now here you go again, you say you want your freedom
Well, who am I to keep you down…”

Alex Gibbon32



Dream of Cranes- Geraldine Clarkson
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In this City
 
When I first moved to this City
I lived in the hexagonal hole of a hive
 
Side by side, each bee buzzed 
its unhappy buzz
before venturing into the city
 
This helter-skelter city
with the pain of Spring 
at its fingertips
 
The expectation of success 
crumbling through your fingers
 
The isolation of the hazy nights
in alcohol-slicked juke boxes
 
The darkness of your bed
 
The solitude of my room
 
The dreams that send me away
further into the city…
 
Market square is paved with opal
Mirroring mindless travellers
 
A moustached man
thirsting for a pinch of passion
or a few quid
plucks his guitar in the rain-slicked streets
 
Tramlines follow me around this city
 
The rumbling tracks awaken me
Like adrenaline
taking my breath
 
teasing me to take a sip
of the drink that sends me to sleep
 
Piece by piece I fall away
Discard my shell like 
The peel of an orange
And feed from its fruit.

Annelise Edwards-Daem



Hypnopompia

Where the night ends and before the day begins
a storm surge brings dreams deep
into the back country, along dried river beds
and ditches, spreading
far inland,
a smear on the waking world.

Push into a familiar room in another country or time
with people who speak behind glass
and move on, leaving pools of friable air,
a third space, 
like two carriages pulling apart to reveal the empty platform beyond,
as dreams disperse into the machinery of the morning
with a stubborn sense of unplaced wrong, 
or of something vital left undone.

We find it hard to say what something is, unless we can say what its like,
as a grainy newsreel of unknown events, 
leaves nothing to grasp,
running in silence, becoming 
nothing at all and like nothing at all.

What is important comes wrapped in slights
or threats from people we barely knew
and we stew over
what the dream said then and what it says now
and what we think now, about what the dream once said. 

Brian Comber
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Infinity Drinking in the Garden

/silence/

shadow cage on an ivory plaster wall;
first round, bird feeder polished by sun
second round, morphemes failing concepts 
splitting a river of consciousness

concenter,
dematerialize.

Infinity blows luck on particle shells
and tosses them like dice.

/sound/

morning call listens for no response;
third round, foghorn wades through white
fourth round, ears and eyes breathing melt
into tidal vibrations

elongate,
disperse.

Infinity rests peaceful like a paradise tree
and dreams of snake eyes.

E. Samples
 

Life in the Cul-de-sac

I

In the cul-de-sac,

steel and tiled roofs stretch eave to eave

neighbours nod or wave or gossip
or complain about noise or parking

morning commuters travel to far away jobs
then return again in the evening
 
endless consumption brings
houses full of the latest and biggest

sometimes nightmares occur 
with bad things happening
to people that it shouldn’t

houses are bought and sold
occupants move in and out.

II

In the cul-de-sac,

dreams begin

hopes are raised

brick buildings become homes

all types of families begin
but some end

and lives are lived.

Rob McKinnon



Ram at Colarado Monument
& Grand Canyon- Gordon Lewis
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George Clooney Dream Sequence
 

George, but not as he is now. Younger.
Before real fame he's a jobbing actor,
all long hair brushing shoulders and
Killer Tomatoes ruining his reputation.
 
I read somewhere he likes to play tricks.
Clingfilm over the toilet seat kind of guy
but he seems not at all like that here.
 
We're sitting and he nods when I make a point.
I get a flash of those straight teeth occasionally
but not mocking or disrespectful, no grin.
Just an 'I hear that. I feel what you're saying'.
 
I don't quite know why he's here, at the party.
No-one is making a big thing of it. No sarcastic 
coffee mentions. We're at opposite ends of the 
couch, music at a volume that means we have
to lean in slightly, whole thing remarkably relaxed.
 
He asks if I've ever considered - and I'm so sure
he's going to say 'yoga' as it's such a Hollywood
solution for everything and I prepare my testy 
'Yes, but Fibromyalgia...', trying not to wince 
but instead he says 'Redrum' and I'm so taken aback.
 
Because of course! I realise now of course that is
what he would recommend, that is what I need.
We have cake now and nibble delicately,
contemplating the mirrored scenarios.

Elizabeth McGeown
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 sea of four different dreams: 

The ones full of ghosts / 

Shadows of people with sad faces 
Watching me ignore them,
Watching me repeat mistakes,
Waiting for me to acknowledge them.
I never do.

The ones where I panic / 

And no one else does.
It seems urgent and I'm frantic; 
My heart is beating faster and faster 
My hands shake and I'm yelling 
At everyone to help me
But no one lifts a finger. 

The ones where I wake up /

And I'm crying.
I look for something that isn't there,
Something that was ripped from me, 
Something that died in my dream,
Something that never existed.
I grieve for this missing thing 
And then I call it a night. 
There's no going back to sleep from there.

The ones where I laugh / 

And I wake up giggling 
My chest rising and falling 
With silent laughter.
Most of the time I don't remember 
What happened, but it was hilarious,
And so I go back to sleep 
With a smile on my face.

Heidi Miranda

 

Sunday By the Michigan in a Broken Narrative

After you watch the lake come & go
for a while, you just want to say “Keep coming,
don’t pull back, I need you.”
You don’t even know why; this water is
ancient & dirty, a dying & rising god
that can’t wash away any of our sins.
It lifts and falls, phoenix laid low,
all splat & sprawl in a gritty northern grill
on the go—always must be—there’s no parking up
here.
Foam fizz. Rage at the lake’s long lip,
a righteous tide that can’t atone
for even half this year’s sand bleached bone.
Still. I could go for some oldtime religion—
not country hymns back home, not censers & robes
—
elements: fires & gusts & waves. The solid idea.
A disc of light in a cumulonimbus coat
casting glassy shadows over the pull & flex,
the fold & crash over wet worn stones, over my
sand
site feet, over the split sticks and twined debris,
over head & highway, cutting its crash with the
under murmur, the violent muted hum
growing around all our noise.

Seth Copeland
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